Abstract -Behd-Shenoi transform [l] and Huang-Aggarwal theorem 121 can be combined to form a simple approach for solving a class of the linear time-varying difference equations with generalized delay elements; Some examples have been worked out to illustrate the powerfulness of this approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
In speech and seismic data processing, the characteristic of signals changes significantly with time, the use of linear timevarying digital filters have been considered to process the nonstationary sequences. However analysis, synthesis and implementation of these time-varying filters are usually difficult, because the linear time invariant system theory cannot be employed, Huang and Aggarwal introduced a general transfer function as a means for analyzing time-varying digital filters, and properties of time-varying filters are discussed in detail both in time and frequency domains [2] , [3] . However, Huang and Aggarwal approach for determining the impulse response of linear time-varying difference equations is very complicated through a matrix determinant calculation (see [2, eq. (21) ]), we can overcome this difficulty by adopting the Bela..Shenoi transform, it transforms a class of linear time-varying difference equations with generalized delay elements to algebraic equations in the transform domain, and solve the impulse response for a special case of the input (see [2, eq. (16) ]) and Huang-Aggarwal theorem (see [2, eq. (17) ]) can then be used to find the general impulse response from the above simple special case impulse response. This simple approach serves as a powerful tool used for the analysis of linear time-varying digital filters.
II. BELAL-SHEN& TRANSFORM (X-TRANSFORM) Consider a special class of time-varying difference equations ( C,PI + c,-,P'-' + . . . +c,P+l)y(n) =x(n)
and P[.Y(n)l =u(n)r(n-l>+b(n)y(n). The Belal-Shenoi transform (or h-transform) [l] , [4] 
where K( n, X) is called a characteristic function (eigenfunction) and is defined in such a way that if the input x(n) = K( n, X), the output y(n) = m(X).K(X, n). Let us consider a special case that a(n) =l, b(n) = 0, and m(X) =X-l, then we have
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and (1) is transformed to
The operator A-' in X-transform can be regarded as a "generalized delay element" corresponding the Z-' operator in Ztransform. This is shown in Fig. 1 , and the proof can be seen in [l] .
III. HUANG-AGGARWAL THEOREM Let h( n, m) and g( n, m) be the impulse responses of the difference equations (3) and (4) h(n,m):
k=O I=0
gtn,m):
Proof: According to the definition, the impulse h (n, m) is the output measured at time n in response impulse applied at time m, S(n -m), i.e., (4 (5) response to a unit 5 uk(n)y(n-k) =,fob,(n)-S(n-m-i).
k=O From (6), h( n, m) may be treated as the output of difference equation (4) Since g( n, m) is the impulse response of difference equation (4), by virtue of linearity, the input x(n) and the output y(n) are related by the impulse response as y(n) = 2 h(n,m)x(m) (7) ?il==-CO H ( 1) :. h(n,m) = z g(n,i) 5 b,(i).fq-m-Z) i=-m I=0
:. h(n,m) = 5 b,(m+l).g(n,m+l).
The problem of finding the impulse response h (n, m) can be reduced to that of finding the impulse response g( n, m).
IV. ILL~J~TRATWEEXAMPLES n Belal-Shenoi transform (A-transform) and Huang-Aggatwal theorem can be combined to form a simple approach for solving linear time-varying difference equations. 'We try the same exam- ples as those used by Huang and Aggarwal in [2] .
(Example 1) find h(n, m)?
(Example2) y(n)-3a"~y(n-1)+2a"~a"-'y(n-2)=x(n),
for n 2 m IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS,VOL. CAS-33,NO. ~,MAY 1986 Multiply both sides by :. u(n)-3v(n-1)+2u(n-2)=u(n), (l+sin2 ( 7))
:. a(n)y(n-l)+b(n)y(n) =x(n) multiply both sides by
. .
( 1 (-1)W-" I= 1 +sin' y Let k=n-m ever by our approach, it is much easier to solve the time-invariant difference equation by A-transform, and we arrive at the same '. final results.
A simple approach for solving a class of linear time-varying difference equations is proposed. This algorithm is useful for the analysis of any first-order difference equations and a sub-class of linear time-varying digital filters with generalized delay elements. First it turns the time-varying difference equations into algebraic equations by Bela&Shenoi transform, and solves for a special , forn>m case of simple input and Huang-Aggarwal theorem is used to get a more complicated impulse response for the general input. This approach serves as a powerful tool for analyzing linear time-varying digital filters.
= c-l>"-" m+3 ia,i"si~J~'j, forn>m
